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A prodiscrete group is usually taken to be a topological group G isomorphic
to the limit of a filtered projective system {G;} of discrete groups. Even if all
the homomorphisms G;~Gj in the system are surjections, G may turn out to
be the trivial group (cf. 1.3 below), and this is the reason why the fundamental
group of a scheme (or more generally, of a topos) has to be constructed as a
progroup, i.e. a formal inverse system {G;}; of discrete groups (e.g. Artin,
Mazur (1969». (Another well-known way out is to restrict one self to finite
coverings only, and construct the fundamental group as a profinite topological
group.)
The aim of this note is to point out that this kind of pathology does not occur
if one computes the inverse limit in a category of generalized spaces, namely
locales. In this sense, this is another illustration of the familiar fact that the
category of locales, which contains the sober topological spaces as a full sub-
category, is much better behaved than the category of topological spaces. Other
striking examples of this phenomenon are, for instance, that the product of
paracompact locales is again paracompact (Isbell (1972», that the product of
compact locales is compact, even in the absence of the axiom of choice
(Johnstone (1981», and that every connected and locally connected locale is
path-connected (Moerdijk, Wraith (1986». All these properties fail to hold for
topological spaces.
In section I, it will be shown that by actually taking the inverse limit, one
obtains an equivalence between progroups with all homomorphisms surjective
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("surjective progroups"), and prodiscrete localic groups (i.e. groupobjects in
the category of locales).
There is still another kind of generalized space where one can faithfully
represent such surjective progroups by actually taking the inverse limit, namely
Grothendieck toposes. To any localic group one may associate the topos BG
of right G-sets. To a progroup Q= {G;}; one may then associate the pointed
Grothendieck topos BG == lim BG;, and this again gives an equivalence of
- dcf _
categories:
Hom(Q, Ij):= Hom(BQ, Blj)
for surjective progroups Q and Ij.
To prove this latter result, we will use two properties of the construction
G f----> BG which are of general interest, namely
(A) Let .~~ 8 be a geometric morphism, and let G be an open localic
group in 8. Then
B(8, G) x.~:=B(~p#G),
where B( 8, G) denotes the topos of 8 -objects with a continuous G-action, etc.,
see 2.3 below, and
(B) Let {G;}; be a filtered inverse system of localic groups, and suppose
each homomorphism G;---+Gj is an open surjection. Then
B(lim G;):= lim B(G;),
- <-
see 2.4 below.
Standard Galois theory will provide a characterization of those to poses of the
form BG, G a prodiscrete localic group, given in section 3.
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§ 1. PROGROUPS AS LOCALIC GROUPS
1.1. Preliminaries on locales. Our terminology concerning spaces, locales,
etc. will be as in Johnstone (1982). So a frame is a complete Heyting algebra,
and a morphism of frames is a function which preserves finite meets and
arbitrary sups. Locales are the duals of frames; for a locale X, ((l(X) denotes
the corresponding frame, the elements of which are called the opens of X.
So a map of 'locales, or a continuous map xL Y is by definition a frame
morphism O( Y) i.: {(l(X). Every topological space T gives rise to a locale iT
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defined by o (iT) = f)(T); i is a full embedding of sober topological spaces into
locales.
We will assume that the reader is familiar with the basic facts about locales,
such as e.g. presented in Joyal & Tierney (1984), chapters I-V (henceforth
referred to as [JT] - note that Joyal and Tierney write space, resp. locale, for
what we call locale, resp. frame!); see also Johnstone (1982), Isbell (1972).
Recall that a map xL Y is open if r I has a left adjoint f! : O(X)-+ O( Y)
satisfying a Frobenius identity: f,(U/\! '(V))=f,(U)/\ V. Open maps are
stable under pullback as are open s~rjections; and fo~ two maps xL Y -.!i.... Z,
gfis open if fand g are, while g is open if gfis andfis a surjection [JT, ch. V].
A point of a locale X is a map 1~ X, where 1 is the terminal locale, i.e.
1= i of the one-point space. A neighbourhood of x is an open sublocale UeX
such that I~ X factors through U. A (neighbourhood) base at x is a cofinal
system of neighbourhoods of x. The set pt(X) of points of X is a topological
space, making pt into a functor right adjoint to the functor i.
A locale X is discrete if O(X) is of the form g>(S)= the powerset of S, for
some set S. If X is discrete, then O(X):::: if'(Pt(X» where pt(X) is taken as a
set. The functor (setsj-rtlocales) which associates to a set the corresponding
discrete locale is left adjoint to the functor (locales) ---.!!!- (sets). A locale X is
discrete iff the diagonal X-+XxX is open [JT, ch. V]. The product of two
discrete locales is discrete.
Let :0 be a poset, and p e IP. A sieve on p is a downwards closed subset
of {qlq ~p}. A covering system on IP is an assignment of a family Cov(P)
of "covering sieves" to each p, such that (I) {qlq~p} ECOV(P) and (2)
SECOV(p), q~p='>3TECOV(q), Tc {rESlr~q}. The set IF of subsets U~ IP
satisfying p ~ q E U ='>P E U and Cov(p) ~ U ='>P E U form a frame. If X is the
locale defined by O(X) = IF, then (IP, Cov( - » is said to be a presentation of X.
If p E IP, the principal open Up = n {U E IFI p E U} is in IF, and if x is a point of
X, {Upl Up is a neighbourhood of x} clearly forms a basis at x.
The following example is particularly relevant. Let {Sd i e I be a filtered
inverse system of sets S, and functions j., : Si-; S} (i ~j). Let IP be the poset of
pairs (s, i), S E Si' where (s, i) ~ (t, j) iff i ~j and fij(s) = t. The covering sieves of
an element (s,i) are the sieves of the form {(t,k)lk~j, t e Si, (t,k)~(s,i)}, for
each given j. This defines a presentation of the locale X = lim Si' where each
<-
I
S, is considered as a discrete locale. So the points of X are precisely the se-
quences X=(Si)iEl such that SiESi and (si,i)~(s},j)whenever i~j. The opens
of the form U(si,i) form a neighbourhood basis at x.
Colimits of locales are computed as limits of the corresponding frames
(which, in turn, are computed as limits of the underlying sets). It is easy to
check that if
fX===tY~Z
g
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is a coequalizer of locales, andjand g are open, then so is p . Moreover, every
open surjection of locales is a coequalizer of its kernel pair ([JT], p. 39).
1.2. Loca/ic groups. A localic group is a group object in the category of
locales, i.e, a locale G equipped with maps G x G...!!!... G, G~ G, I~ G
satisfying the usual identities. Every group (in (sets)) gives rise to a (discrete)
localic group; another example is that of a locally compact topological group
T : i( T) is then a localic group, because i preserves products of locally compact
spaces (Isbell (1972), Johnstone (1982)) . Localic groups are considered e.g . in
Wraith (1981), Isbell et al. (to appear) .
Let G be a local ic group. If He G is a localic subgroup, we may define the
quotient G/H as the coequalizer of locales
where RII is the equivalence relation defined by the pullback of locales
H -----.
(2)
RH---->· G xGI lm 'll xr l
G
(111,11 2,11 1) a
H is normal if the composinon G xH ' G xHxG--+G a=m O
o (m x r) factors through H. One cannot conclude that G/H is a localic group
because G/H xG/H need not be a quotient of GxG. However, if HeG is
open and normal, then G/H is a localic group, by the remarks on co-equalizers
at the end of 1.1. This proves part of the following lemma.
LEMMA. Let Ue G be an open loca/ic subgroup. Then G/U is discrete; if U
is moreover normal. G/U is a group making the quotient map G->G/U into
a homomorphism of loca/ic groups.
PROOF. We only have to show that the diagonal G/U->G/Ux G/U is open
(cf. 1.1). Consider the commutative diagram
Ru
I
----+·G/U
j
G x G - --+. G/U x G/U
Since U is open, both maps Ru=tG are open, and hence G->G/U is open
(cf. 1.1). Since Ru->G/U is a surjection and Ru-+G x G-+G/U x G/U are
open, so is G/U->G/Ux G/U.
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1.3. Progroups. A progroup Q is a filtered inverse system of groups
Q= {G;},E I. where / is some filtered (small) indexing category, i.e. Q is a
functor /oP-.(groups). Homomorphisms of progroups are defined by inter-
preting them as "formal" inverse limits: for progroups Q = {Gil iE I and
/j= {Hj}jEJ> we have
Hom(Q./j) = I~ l!!p Hom(G;. H j ) .
j
(See Appendix 2 of Artin, Mazur (1969) for some basic properties of pro-
groups.) A progroup is called surjective if all the homomorphism G;-->Gj (for
j-->i in I) in the projective system are surjections.
Note that the indexing category / can be taken to be a filtered poset in this
case.
Every progroup G gives rise to a localic group lim G;, simply by taking the
- -inverse limit in the category of localic groups; this defines a functor
L : (progroupsj-rtlocalic groups).
It is a general property of inverse limits of locales that for a surjective progroup
l!Q, the projections l~ G;---L.... G, are all surjections ([JT. § IVA], Moerdijk
(1986). theorem 5.1). In particular. lim G, is a highly non-trivial locale.
-The situation is quite different if one tries to take the inverse limit in the
category of topological groups. In fact, it is possible for a surjective progroup
Q= {G;},E I that l~ G; = (0), as topological group.
One of the simplest examples occurring in the literature is the following one
taken from Higman & Stone (1954).
EXAMPLE. Let WI be the set of countable ordinals. let Sa be the set of strictly
order preserving maps [O.a]-+IR, and let rap:Sp-+Sa be the restriction
function, for a-cB. Each rap is surjective. but l~ Sa is the set of order-
embeddings [0. WI)}-+ IR. which is empty. a
Now let Va be the vector space (over <Q say) with basis Sa. and let
lap: Vp- Va be the linear map induced by rap. Suppose v E I~ Va is non-zero;
write V= {va}a. where va = Lsd qs·s for rationals qs. Let Ka= {SE Salqs*O}.a
Ka is a finite subset of Sa. and raP(Kp) :1 Ka whenever a-cB. So a <fJ implies
that the cardinality of Kp is at least that of K a . It follows that the cardinality
of Ka must eventually be constant. say from ao onwards. So rap(Kp) = Ka
for ao$,a<fJ. But then lim Ka*0 by Tychonov's theorem. and therefore
-a>ao
lim Sa*0, contradiction.
-
1.4. Prodiscrete localic groups. A localic group is prodiscrete if it is iso-
morphic to an inverse limit of discrete groups. Here are some equivalent de-
scriptions.
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PROPOSITION. Let G be a localic group. The following assertions are equi-
valent:
(l ) G is prodiscrete.
(2) G is isomorphic to the inverse limit ofa projective system ofdiscrete groups
and surjections, indexed by a filtered poset.
(3) The open normal subgroups of G form a neighbourhood base at 1 ---.!:..... G.
PROOF. (l) => (2). Let G = lim G i , where the G, are discrete groups, and I<-
i e I 7!
is some small indexing category, and let G -.:........ G, be the projection. Write
Gi=GIKer(n;}. Since Ker(ni) is open, GIKer(ni} is a discrete group (cf. 1.2,
lemma), and G~ G i factors as G~Gi~ Gi • When i~ j is a map in
I with corresponding homomorphism G, l G i , there is a unique factori-
zation hji as in the diagram below, because Ker(nj} c Kertz.).
hji is a surjection which does not depend on a, so we obtain a system {Gil
indexed by a poset r(i ~j in t iff there is some i~ j in /). Let G= lim c..
- - <-
with projections Pi: G-+Gi. As remarked in 1.3, each Pi is a surjection of
locales.
There are homomorphisms of localic groups
a
G+=.?-G
b
defined by nj 0 b =Uj 0 Pj' resp. Pj 0 a =qj' One easily checks that boa and a 0 b
are both identities. So G == G.
(2) =>(3) is obvious from the construction of inverse limits of discrete locales
(cf. 1.1).
(3) =>(1). Let {Vi} i e I be the system of open normal subgroups (ordered by
inclusion), and let Gi=GIVi, with projection G~Gi' This gives a homo-
morphism
p: G-+lim G,
<-
of localic groups. It is clear that p is dense (in the sense that for every
V E @(1im Gi ) , p I( V) =0 implies that V =O}. Thus by a result of Isbell et al.<-
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(to appear) - which says that the only dense localic subgroup of a localic group
is the group itself - it suffices to show that p is the inclusion of a sublocale,
i.e. that p -I : (il(1im Gj)--->@(G) is onto. To this end, take WE @(G). We claim
+-
that
(*) W = V{p;- l(x)li E I, x E G;, p;- 1(x) ~ W},
which would complete the proof, since p;- '(x) = p - '(7l:;- l(X» where
n.: I~ Gj--->Gj
is the projection.
Only ~ in (*) requires a proof. We will show that every continuous map
X~ G of locales which factors through W, also factors through
V {Pj- l(x)ii E I, x E G;, p;- 1(x) ~ W}.
Indeed, such an X~ G induces an isomorphism
¢a:XxG-'::::"'XxG,
¢a=(7l:"m(rxG)(a>:-G» ("¢a(x,g)=(x,a(x)-l.g)"). Let V=¢a(Xx W)C
(1(1, e)
C X X G. Then X --+ X x G factors through V, since a factors through W.
So by the construction of the product of locales, and since the V; form a basis
at I~ G, there are an open cover {Wa } aeA of X and ia E I such that Wa x
X V;a~ V (all aEA). Since G;a is discrete, each Wa is covered by {W:}xeG"
where W:=a-1p;-'(x)f\Wa . So {W:laEA,xEG;} covers X. But the re-
striction of a to W: factors through p;~ l(X), and since W: x Via ~ V we have
W:xp;: '(x) = ¢a-1(W:x V;)~XxW, from which it follows that p;~ l(X)~W
whenever W: *O. This proves (*).
REMARK. Note that the characterization (3) of the preceding proposition fails
if one replaces locales by topological spaces, even under the assumption that
G is Hausdorff. For example, let 7L be the additive group of integers, I a
countably infinite set, and 7L/ the direct product (with the product topology).
Let G = {a E 7L/ !aU)*0 for only finitely many i E I}. G is a dense subgroup
of 7L/; G cannot be an inverse limit of discrete groups (in the category of topo-
logical groups), because any such is complete, and finite or uncountable.
1.5. Homomorphisms ofprodiscrete loca/ic groups. Let G, H be prodiscrete
localic groups, and write G = lim G;, H = lim HJ· , where these are filtered in-+- +-
verse systems of discrete groups and surjections. It is easy to see that
Hom(G, H)==lim lim Hom(G;, HJ ) .+- --->
j
Indeed, the only non-immediate thing is to show that a continuous homo-
morphism G -L H j factors uniquely through some projection G~ G;.
Since H, is discrete, KerUj) is an open subgroup of G. But if G = I~ G;, then
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{Ker(n:i)}; is a neighbourhood base at 1~ G, so Ker(Jj)::::> Kerfzr.) for some i,
11·
and hencelj factors through some G-+G/Ker(n:i)' SinceG~ Gi is an open
surjection of locales, G/Ker(n:i) == G;, and given this i, the factorization Gi-+H,
of lj is unique.
1.6. THEOREM. The functor L : (progroupsj-vtlocalic groups) restricts to an
equivalence of categories
L : (surjective progroups) --=-. (prodiscrete localic groups).
PROOF. This restriction is essentially surjective by 1.4 and fully faithful
by 1.5.
§ 2. PROGROUPS AS TOPOSES
2.1. The topos of G-sets. Let G be a localic group. A G-set is a set S with
a right G-action S x G -.:....... S: here S is considered as a discrete locale, and x
denotes the product in the category of locales, so S x G -.:....... S is a continuous
map of locales satisfying the usual condition for an action, namely that
5xG----+
5xGxGSxeSxl 'SxG
~l
S
and I xC
Sxm
I
5
commute. A map of G-sets (5, . )L (T, .) is an action-preserving function
5-+ T of sets, i.e.
fxC
5xG----+· TxG
I
5 f
I
T
commutes. We will write BG for the category of G-sets.
The forgetful functor BG -.!:!..... Sets creates colimits and finite limits. Expo-
nentials in BG are computed as follows: if 5 and Tare G-Sets, T S is the set of
functions 5-+ T such that for some open subgroup uc: G, f is a map of V-sets
for the restricted action:
fxU
5xV 'TxV
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I
5 f
I
T
BG also has a subobject classifier, namely the two-point G-set {O, I} with the
trivial G-action . It is well known that BG is a Grothendieck topos , in fact an
atomic Grothendieck topos (cf. Barr, Diaconescu (1980», at least in the case
where G is a topological group. This will also be immediate from the de-
scription of a site for BG, given in 2.3 below.
2.2. Functorial properties. A continuous homomorphism of localic groups
G -.!!..... H induces a geometric morphism BG~ BH. The inverse image
functor (B¢)* sends an H-set (S, .) to the same set S with the induced G-action
S x G~ S x H ----.. S . The underlying set functor U is the inverse image of
a point (Sets) .se: BG, and P6o(B¢)·=Pf~' so B is in fact a functor into
pointed toposes. If ¢ is an open surjection, B¢ * has a left adjoint (B¢)!: for
a G-set S = (S, '), (B¢MS) is the coequalizer S0H of locales:
G
u p
S x G x H=::::!. S x H ----.. S0H
v G
where u = . x H and v::::: S x m 0 (¢ x H), equipped with the obvious right
G-action. S0H is indeed a discrete locale, since S XGXH~(SXH)X
G
x (S xH) is open, and hence S0H has an open diagonal:
G
S xGxH
(u. v)
• (S X H) x (S x H)!pu = pv !p xp
S0H
s
S0H xS0H•
G G G
Note that (B¢), o(B¢)*=id when ¢ is an open surjection. In fact it easily
follows that B¢ is an atomic connected geometric morphism (cf. Barr, Diaco-
nescu (1980». A more general result is extensively discussed in Moerdijk (to
appear).
2.3. Stability. Let ~-.!!......Il be a geometric morphism of Grothendieck
toposes, let Loc(Il), Loc(~) denote the categories of internal locales in Il and
in ~, respectively. The morphism p induces an adjoint pair of functors
p , is described by the formula
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For X E Loc( 8), P # (X) can be constructed as the pullback
Sh~(p # X) ---+. Shl, (X)
j j
-------+·15
where Sh» (X) denotes the tapas of l5-sheaves on X, etc. Although @(p # (X»
is usually much bigger than p *( @(X)), the latter poset at least defines a presen-
tation of the locale p#(X) in .~, see [JT], Moerdijk-Wraith (1986).
STABILITY LEMMA. Lei G be a localic group (in Sets), and let g be any
Grothendieck topos. Then there is a canonical equivalence of toposes
where y is the essentially unique geometric morphism .~-+Sets.
REMARK . The same proof actually gives a more general equivalence
B(&', G) x .'9==B(.''', p#G)
I
for any geometric morphism g....!!..... g and any localic group G in If such that
G-+ I is an open map of locales in If.
PROOF. The result follows easily from the following description of a site § a
for BG: the objects of §a are the sets G IU of "right cosets", where U is an
open subgroup of G. GIU is indeed a set (i.e . discrete , cf. 1.2), and G acts on
G /U in the obvious way. § c is the full subcategory of BG whose objects are
these G-sets of the form G IU. The maps G IU-+GIV in § a can be explicitly
identified with those points K E G IV such that U r: Pv J(K) - I . P v l(K) =
=m(r(pv I(K» x P v l(K )), where p y : G-+G/Vis the projection, and the topo-
logy of § a is the atomic topology.
If f.iJ is a cofinal system of open subgroups (i.e. for every open subgroup U
there is an open subgroup V E fiJ such that Vc U) then the full subcategory of
§c, whose objects are those of the form GIV where V E fiJ, obviously still is
a site for § a. But the open subgroups of y#(G) of the form y#(U) where U
is an open subgroup of G form such a cofinal system for the open subgroups
of y # (G). Moreover , y # preserves quotients of the form G IU, i.e. y *(G IU) =
=y#(G/U)==y#(G) /y#(U), since y# preserves open surjections, and open
surjections are coequalizers of their kernel pairs , as pointed out in I. I. From
these observations, the result easily follows.
2.4. Inverse limits. Let G~ H be an open surjective map of localic groups.
(/) induces an adjoint pair of functors
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defined by P",(GIV)=HI</J(V), T",(HIV)=GI</J-l(V) (and a similarly ob-
vious definition on maps) - in fact T", and P", are just the restrictions of (B</J) *
and (B</J)" respectively.
Thus if
is an inverse sequence of localic groups, we obtain a system of sites and adjoint
functors
(§'=§G" etc.), just as in Moerdijk (1986), § 3. Let §oo be the atomic site for
lim B(Gn) as constructed in loco cit. (The objects of §oo are sequences (Sn)n+-
n
where S; is an object of §n and S; + 1= Tn(Sn) for n ~ some no.) Then §oo is
precisely the site we obtain from the localic group Goo = lim Gn , when we take
<-
only those objects GooIV where V is of the form Pn- J(V) for some open sub-
p
group VC G; (Goo ---"--. G; is the projection). Open subgroups of this form
obviously form a cofinal system $, cf. 2.3. above. Thus we obtain an equi-
valence of toposes
lim B(Gn)=B(lim Gn).
+- +-
In fact, the following more general result holds:
INVERSE LIMIT THEOREM. Let {G;}; be a filtered inverse system of localic
groups and continuous homomorphisms, which are all open surjections. Then
there is a canonical equivalence of toposes
PROOF. For the case of an inverse sequence, the argument has just been
sketched. For an arbitrary filtered inverse system, we may extend the base
by an open surjection 1£~ 9J such that in 8, the system contains a cofinal
sequence (cf. Moerdijk (1986), lemma 5.3). Since B(G;) x 8=B(8, p#(G;» as
proved in 2.3 above, the case of sequences now implies that B(8, lim p # (G;» =
<-
=lim B(8,p#(G;». So again by 2.3, B(lim G;)xl£=lim B(G;) x 1£. The
+- +- +-
theorem now follows by the following lemma.
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LEMMA. Let
<9
q
• 8Ib Ia
$ P .fjJ
be a pullback square of toposes, and assume p is an open surjection. Then if
b is an equivalence, so is a.
PROOF OF THE LEMMA. b is certainly connected, locally connected, hence so
is a, by Moerdijk (1986), theorem 5.2 (v). In particular, a* and b* have left
adjoints a! and b, such that the Beck-Chevalley condition p *a!=.b.q *, or
equivalently a*p*=.q*b*, holds. Hence a!a*=.id since a is connected locally
connected, and moreover q*a*a!=.b*p*a!=.b*b!q*=.q* since b is an equi-
valence, and so a*a!=.id since q * is faithful, q being an open surjection.
2.5. COROLLARY. Let G be a prodiscrete localic group, and let Sh(G) be the
topos of sheaves on the underlying locale. Then the square
Sh(G) y • Sets
yI IPc
:7Sets • BGPc
is a (pseudo-) pullback of toposes, where PG is the canonical point of the topos
BG given by p!;(X, . ) = X, and IlG is the "generic" natural transformation
. (. ,Ill)
whose component at X E BG IS the map Xx G -----+ Xx G.
PROOF. This is wellknown and easy to see in the case of a discrete group G.
For prodiscrete groups the assertion follows by 2.4.
REMARK. There is an alternative proof of 2.5 which doesn't use 2.4. More-
over, the equivalence holds for a wider class of localic groups than just the
prodiscrete ones (namely those groups which are etale complete when regarded
as localic groupoid, cf. Moerdijk (to appear), § 7.4).
2.6. THEOREM. Let G and H be localic groups, and assume that H is pro-
discrete. The functor B induces an equivalence of categories
Hom(G, H)==Hom(BG, BH).
REMARK. Here on the right, Hom(BG, BH) denotes the category whose
objects are pairs (f,a) where f: BG-+BH is a geometric morphism and
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a :fpC=PH is a 2-isomorphism; the morphisms in Hom(BG, GH) from one
such (f, a) 10 another (f', a ') are just natural transformations f*-+/,*. On the
left , Hom(G, H) is the category whose objects are continuous homomorphisms
G -!..... H, and whose morphisms ¢ ~ '1/ are points I -.!!..... H such that '1/ = h - 1oh.
PROOF. II is easy to see that Hom(G, H)-+ Hom(BG, BH) is full and faithful ,
if H is prodiscrete. To show that it is essentially surjective, take a map
(f, a) : BG-+ BH of pointed toposes, i.e. BG L BH is a geometric morphism,
and a :fPG~Plf is a 2-isomorphism (a natural isomorphism pJf*-+p'!f). Now
con sider the pseudo-pullback
Sh(H) YH , Sets
(I)
YH 1 ;;/1 PH
Sets 'BHPH
of 2.5. There exists a similar commutative-up-to-isomorphism square for G,
with a 2-isomorphism fJ.G : PGYG ~PGYG (but this need not be a pullback). Thus
we obtain a 2-isomorphism from PH oyC to itself', namely
(a' YG)o(f.fJ.G) °(a - I . YG)'
By the universal property of (I), there is a unique map G -!..... H of locales such
that fJ.lf"¢ =(a' YG)°(f. fJ.G) 0 (a - 1 • YG)' So (a· YG) °(fJ.w ¢) =(a' YC> 0 (f. fJ.G) ,
which precisely says that a is in fact a natural isomorphism f*-+(B¢)*.
Moreover, it follows easily from uniqueness of ¢ that ¢ is in fact a homo-
morphism.
2.7. REMARK. In SGA 4 (p.319) Grothendieck et al. construct the "classi-
fying topos" of an inverse system Q = {G;}; of groups and surjective homo-
morphisms. It is not difficult to see that this topos coincides with the topos of
continuous G-sets B(lim G;) considered in this paper, where lim G; is the
~ ~
inverse limit constructed as a localic group. (This was observed some time ago
by M. Tierney.)
§ 3. GALOIS TOPOSES
We conclude this note by characterizing the toposes of the form BG, where
G is a prodiscrete group. It will be apparent that the answer is essentially con-
tained in Grothendieck 's theory of Galois categories (cf. [SGA IJ). We first give
the necessary definitions.
3.1. Galois toposes, locally trivial coverings, connected locally connected
toposes. Recall that an atom A of a Grothendieck topos 8 is called a normal
atom, or a Galois object of e, if A is an Aut(A)-torsor in 8 , i.e. the canonical
morphism (7rl,ev):Axy*(Aut(A»-+A xA is an 8 -isomorphism . A Galois
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topos is a pointed connected atomic topos which is generated by its normal
atoms.
An object X of a Grothendieck topos 8 is called locally trivial if there exists
an epi V-I and an isomorphism V x y*(S)~ V x X over V, for some set S.
X is called a locally trivial cover if moreover X-+ I is epi. Finite limits and
colimits of locally trivial objects are locally trivial; if xL Y is a morphism of
locally trivial objects, then im(f) C Y is complemented subobject. So if Y is
connected, f must be epi.
For connected, locally connected (= molecular) toposes, see [SGA 4], Barr,
Pare (1980), or the Appendix of Moerdijk (1986).
3.2. THEOREM. The following are equivalent, for a Grothendieck topos 8:
(1) 8 is a Galois topos.
(2) 8 is equivalent to BG for a prodiscrete localic group G.
(3) 8 is pointed, connected locally connected, and generated by its locally
trivial coverings.
(4) 8 is pointed, connected locally connected, and every object of 8 is a sum
of locally trivial coverings.
PROOF. (1)=(4) is clear, since every Galois object of a connected topos is a
locally trivial covering.
(4)=(3) obvious.
(3) = (1) is a standard argument from Galois theory: if X is a connected
locally trivial covering of 8, say with a: V x y # (S)~ V x X over V, let
B=lso(y*(S), X), as a subobject of xy*(S) in 8. Then in particular, a gives a
map V~ B, so B-1. There is an obvious map Aut(S)-+ Aut(B), and B is an
Aut(S)-torsor by the canonical map B x y *Aut(S) =:: B x Aut(S)~ B x B, so a
fortiori y *Aut(B) acts transitively on B. Let A C B be any component of B. A
is locally trivial since B is, and Aut(A) = {alA: a E Aut(B), a(A) CA}. So
Aut(A) acts transitively on A, i.e. A x y*Aut(A)-+A xA is epi. It is also mono,
since if
a
E >-+ A =:::: Ap
is an equalizer, E is locally constant, hence complemented in A, so E=O or
E = A. Thus B is a sum of Galois objects, and B covers X by evaluation at any
SOES: B-X.
(2)=(1). If G is a prodiscrete group, then for every normal open subgroup
V, G/V is a normal atom of BG, and these form a site, cf. 2.3.
(I) =(2). Let Sets~ 8 be a point of the Galois topos 8, and let A C {,; be the
atomic site of Galois objects of {to By the descent theorem ([JT], Moerdijk
(1985», (t =:: B(Aut(p» where Aut(p) is the localic (!) group of automorphisms
of p (a sublocale of the product DAE'A Aut p*(A); note that Aut p*(A) is not
discrete if p *(A) is infinite). To see that Aut(p) is prodiscrete, let [) be the
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diagram of the functor p*: ,A --.Sets (the objects of ID are pairs (x, A) with
xEp*(A), the morphisms (x, A) L (y, B) are 8-maps A ----+ B with p*(f)(x) =
= y). Then Aut(p)::::: lim Aut(A) as localic groups, where each Aut(A) is taken
<-
(x. A)
as a discrete group. (In "point-set notation", this isomorphism can be
described by defining mutually inverse maps Aut(p)~ lim Aut(A) and
<-
(x , A)
I~ Aut(A)~ Aut(p), by ¢(r)(x. A) : A -=-. A is the unique one with
(x,A)
p*(¢(r)(X.A»(x)=rA(x), and w(a)A : p * (A ) -=-' p * (A ) is given by w(a)A(x)=
= p *(a(X, A)(X). This "point-set notation" can be justified using test spaces in
the standard way.)
3.3. REMARK. To prove (I) ~ (2) of the preceding theorem, one may also
show directly that the functor F: 8--.B( lim Aut(A» is an equivalence, where
<-
(x, A)
f1X) = (p *(X), tLx) and the action u x : P *(X) x lim Aut(A)--.p *(X) is defined
<-
as follow s: write
p *(X) x lim Aut(A) = 11 Aut(AI,
<-
t<p·(X )
and let tLx(t, -): lim Aut(A)--+p*(X) be the composite
<-
1!( I) U p·(a)lim Aut(A) x, / • Aut(A)~ p *(A) , p *(X),
<-
for any A ~X and xEp*(A) with p*(a)(x)=t , where ux<a)=p*(a)(x).
3.4. Remark on the fundamental group. Let 8 be a pointed connected
locally connected topos. Let Cov(8)C 8 be the full subcategory of 8 generated
(as a topos) by the locally trivial covers of 8. Using Giraud's theorem, it is not
hard to see that Co v(g ) is a pointed Grothendieck topos. By 3.2 above, Cov(8 )
is of the form B(G) for a prodiscrete localic group 7rl(G'), which is unique up
to isomorphism (Corollary 2.6) . Of course, 7r1(G') is just the fundamental
group of 8 defined as a progroup (cf', Artin, Mazur (1969», modulo the
equivalence 1.6. The map 8---L B(7r1(8» corresponding to the inclusion
Cov( g) C 8 is universal among maps of G' into pointed toposes of the form
B(G), G prodiscrete; i.e. G induces an equivalence of categories
(2) ::::: Hom(7rIG', G),
(I» simply because for a geometric morphism 8L BG,fmust necessarily map
into Cov(C)C 8, (2) is by 2.6). In particular, if G is discrete, BG classifies
G-torsors, i.e. Hom(8, BG) is equivalent to the category of G-torsors in G', i.e .
G-principal bundles over C. Passing to isomorphism classes, we obtain the
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usual property of 1r)(&'), by the fact that for G discrete, every geometric
morphism is pointed, namely
1r 1(&,; G) = 11r1 (10'), GJ,
where n 1(10'; G) denotes the set of isomorphism classes of G-torsors in g ,
and [1r I (&'), G) denotes the set of equivalence classes of continuous homo-
morphisms 1r1 (8 )--G (two such being equivalent if they differ by an inner
automorphism of G), cf. Artin, Mazur (1969), § 10, and references cited there.
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